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The mysterious world of dreams is one of the most important aspects of reality. 
Through dre- ams people reveal their intuition, spontaneity and their most 
authentic and uninhibited feelings. Sometimes dreams can be a disconcerting 
surprise, the product of anxiety or lack of direction; other times they can assail us 
in a cruel and despicable manner, a dreamlike consequence of fear and threat. 

The dreams you will discover in "Bulun-bulunka", however, are different. These 
dreams are playful sweet fantasies that emerge from a beating heart, cherubic 
smiles that frighten away evil spirits, boundless fields of soft fluffy cotton. The 
songs in “Bulun-bulunka" are the dreams that gently rock children to sleep. 

Olatz Zugasti was born in Hernani (Guipúzcoa) in 1965. At an early age she began 
studying music, piano and composition, and ventured into the world of the harp, 
an instrument to which she has dedicated a great amount of heartfelt time, effort 
and passion. Her natural talents and attraction towards Celtic music have created a 
unique style all her own: a voice full of expres- sion and the crystal clear sound of 
the harp. This rich delightful atmosphere has added a new style and sound to the 
music of Euskal Herria. 

The fourteen songs in "Bulun-bulunka" reveal Olatz Zugasti’s most sensitive side. 
Each song, one after another, shines it its own light like a sea of stars in an 
immense sky, building a bridge between the interior and exterior world in us all. 

Olatz Zugasti began quite a while ago on the searching out, arranging and playing 
the songs that have been sung at the foot of our cradles for generations. This 
album includes songs com- piled by R.Ma de Azkue and Aita Donostia, a beautiful 
piece created by Mixel Labegerie ("Haurtxo haurtxoa"), and another song by 
Zuberoa-born Etxahun-Iruri ("Lo hadi aingürüa"), sung by Maddi Oihenart. Olatz 
Zugasti has also composed a song for this record: "Abenduaren hogeian". 

The peaceful beauty of Angel Unzu’s arrangements and the subtle blend of voice 
and harp at the hand of Olatz Zugasti, added to her sensitive style, make this 
album a true delight. A high- light worth pointing out is the contribution of Maddi 
Oihenart, whose tender intimate brilliant voice soars like an eagle in flight. 

"Haurrak logale dalako, lotxo nahi luke egin. Begi bat hertsia du ta, 
bestea zabal ezin. 

Oba, Oba" 


